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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 101 "Towards European Military Cooperation"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

1
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 bis 44 - Author: Antoinette Bakker (JOVD)
1

Delete
Resolutions
cannot be
archived within 3
years. This
resolution will
replace the
resolution of the
Berlin congress
in 2014.

(1) Towards European Military Cooperation / (2) Considering that: / (3) Europe is facing internal and external threats to its peace and
security. These include / (4) regional conflict, terrorism, weak
democratic structures, human rights violations and / (5) economic
instability. / (6) Security is the foundation of economic stability and
democratic structures within and / (7) around the European Union. /
(8) In order to secure European interests and promote European
liberal values soft power is / (9) not enough to meet the challenges,
the European Union needs to increase its hard / (10) capabilities to
provide diplomatic leverage against both state and non-state actors.
/ (11) Noting that: / (12) the EU member states, at the moment,
spend an equal amount of money on Defence / (13) compared to
China and Russia combined. / (14) a European Common Security
and Defence Policy is already in place, however not / (15) efficient
due to different national security strategies and interests. / (16)
Military cooperation between member states is taking place already.
Both bilaterally / (17) (Dutch-German division Fast Forces), and
multilaterally (BENELUX defence cooperation / (18) between
Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg and the partnership between
the Nordic / (19) states), further within a NATO context (Baltic Air
Policing mission) and within a European / (20) context (procurement
coordination through the EDA). / (21) Britain’s exit from the
European Union removes one of the biggest obstacles to stronger /
(22) EU defence in tandem with NATO. / (23) LYMEC calls upon: /
(24) Security strategies to be focussed on prevention of conflict
rather than conflict resolution. / (25) By cooperation between
development aid, diplomacy, police, justice, sanctions, cyber and /
(26) defenses could help in crises before it ever escalates into a
(violent) conflict. This can not / (27) be done by one country alone,
working together as EU is crucial. The efficiency of / (28) defence
spending could be markedly improved by closer cooperation
between member / (29) states. / (30) European member states to
work towards intensifying the Common Security and Defense / (31)
Policy (CSDP) and to as soon as possible move towards the
creation of a “Defence / (32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to
push ALDE group and its member organisations to support the / (34)
creation of a European defence force. / (35) European member

2

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
states to make concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future
/ (36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can / (37) appoint a European Secretary for
Defense. The main goals of these institutions would be: / (38) To to
secure the European territory, To protect and promote international
peace and / (39) stability, To support civil authorities with law
enforcement, disaster relief and humanitarian / (40) aid, both inside
and outside of the EU / (41) Striking down other resolutions / (42)
1.41 - European Defense / (43) 9.66 – European Defense / (44)
Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen
2

Insert after
JOVD

(1) Towards European Military Cooperation / (2) Considering that:

Insert after the creation of a defence union: The defence union will be set
up within NATO. This will result in a European NATO.

Seite 0 - Zeile 12 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
3

Insert in
(11) Noting that: / (12) the EU member states, at the moment, spend
divided in 28
an equal amount of money on Defence / (13) compared to China
military
and Russia combined.
structures...
These are huge
expenditures
which could be
reduced by close
cooperation.

the EU member States divided in 28 military structures at the moment,
spend an equal amount of money on Defence compared to China and
Russia combined. These are huge expenditures which could be reduced
by close cooperation.

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
4

Insert after
Joint defence
procurement is
both a key
element of this
policy and a
low-hanging fruit,
and as such it
should be
explicitly cited.

(29) states. / (30) European member states to work towards
intensifying the Common Security and Defense / (31) Policy (CSDP)
and to as soon as possible move towards the creation of a “Defence
/ (32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to push ALDE group and
its member organisations to support the

3

European member states to work towards intensifying the Common Security and
Defence Policy (CSDP) and to as soon as possible move towards the creation of
a “Defence Union”, including joint defence procurement as one of the first
steps;
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 bis 32 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth
5

Delete
Remove the last
bullet point on
page 5 (second
bullet point in the
Lymec calls upon
paragraph)

(29) states. / (30) European member states to work towards
intensifying the Common Security and Defense / (31) Policy (CSDP)
and to as soon as possible move towards the creation of a “Defence
/ (32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to push ALDE group and
its member organisations to support the

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen (JOVD)
6

Insert after
(31) Policy (CSDP) and to as soon as possible move towards the
Insert after a defense union: The defence untion will be set up within
Coörporation can creation of a “Defence / (32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to NATO. This will result in a European NATO.
exist within
push ALDE group and its member organisations to support the
NATO

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 bis 34 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth
7

Delete
Remove the first
bullet point on
page 6 (the third
bullet point in the
Lymec calls upon
paragraph)

(32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to push ALDE group and
its member organisations to support the / (34) creation of a
European defence force. / (35) European member states to make
concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 bis 34 - Author: Antoinette Bakker (JOVD)
8

Replace
Remove: "the
creation of"
Replace: "force"
by "cooperation"

(32) Union” / (33) Member organisations to push ALDE group and
its member organisations to support the / (34) creation of a
European defence force. / (35) European member states to make
concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future

Remove "the creation of"
Replace "force" by "cooperation"

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: Jeunes MR
9

Insert after

"Member organisations to push ALDE group and its member
organisations to support the creation of a European defense force
SUBJECT TO PARLIAMENTARY CONTROL"

4
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 bis 40 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen
10

Delete
JOVD

(34) creation of a European defence force. / (35) European member Remove last bulletpoint.
states to make concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future
/ (36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can / (37) appoint a European Secretary for
Defense. The main goals of these institutions would be: / (38) To to
secure the European territory, To protect and promote international
peace and / (39) stability, To support civil authorities with law
enforcement, disaster relief and humanitarian / (40) aid, both inside
and outside of the EU / (41) Striking down other resolutions

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 bis 36 - Author: Jong VLD
11

Replace

(34) creation of a European defence force. / (35) European member European council and the member states to activate article 42 of the
states to make concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future treaty.
/ (36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can / (37) appoint a European Secretary for
Defense. The main goals of these institutions would be:

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
12

Insert in
put their
sovereignty
issues aside

(34) creation of a European defence force. / (35) European member
states to make concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future
/ (36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can

European member states to put their sovereignty issues aside and make
concrete steps in military cooperation, to in the future 36 develop a
European Military, overseen by a European Ministry of Foreign Affairs
that can 37 appoint a European Secretary for Defense.

Seite 0 - Zeile 36 bis 37 - Author: Jong VLD
13

Replace
overseen by a
European
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
that can appoint
a European
Secretary for
Defense.

(35) European member states to make concrete steps in military
The European ministry of Foreign Affairs will be under command of the
cooperation, to in the future / (36) develop a European Military,
High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
overseen by a European Ministry of Foreign Affairs that can / (37)
and the European External Action Service (EEAS).
appoint a European Secretary for Defense. The main goals of these
institutions would be: / (38) To to secure the European territory, To
protect and promote international peace and

5
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 36 bis 37 - Author: Jeunes MR
14

Delete
Delete reference
to European
ministry of
foreign affairs
and european
secretary of
defense. EU is
already complex
enough, new
institutions are
not needed.

(35) European member states to make concrete steps in military
Keep: "European member states to make concrete steps in military
cooperation, to in the future / (36) develop a European Military,
cooperation, to in the future develop a European Military (or ARMY?)
overseen by a European Ministry of Foreign Affairs that can / (37)
appoint a European Secretary for Defense. The main goals of these
institutions would be: / (38) To to secure the European territory, To
protect and promote international peace and

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 bis 40 - Author: Jong VLD
15

Replace
The main goals
of these
institutions would
be: To secure the
European
territory, To
protect and
promote
international
peace and
stability, To
support civil
authorities with
law enforcement,
disaster relief
and humanitarian
aid, both inside
and outside of
the EU

(36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can / (37) appoint a European Secretary for
Defense. The main goals of these institutions would be: / (38) To to
secure the European territory, To protect and promote international
peace and / (39) stability, To support civil authorities with law
enforcement, disaster relief and humanitarian / (40) aid, both inside
and outside of the EU / (41) Striking down other resolutions

6

The main goals of the EU military will be the same as the EUMS: to
provide early warning, situation assessment, strategic planning,
Communications and Information Systems, concept development,
training & education, and support of partnerships. Furthermore the
authority will be expanded to the security of the EU and its citizens.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 - Author: Jeunes MR
16

Replace
Necessary to
avoid direct
involvement of
European army
into foreign
politics - phrasing
of the resolutions
does not exclude
such a possibility

(36) develop a European Military, overseen by a European Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that can / (37) appoint a European Secretary for
Defense. The main goals of these institutions would be: / (38) To to
secure the European territory, To protect and promote international
peace and

"The goals of these institutions should be limited to"

Seite 0 - Zeile 40 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
17

Insert after
(39) stability, To support civil authorities with law enforcement,
Updated to
disaster relief and humanitarian / (40) aid, both inside and outside of
reflect recent
the EU / (41) Striking down other resolutions
events in the
USA which have
a direct impact
on EU defence
matters.

EU Member States recognise that Donald Trump's election as the
President of the United States is likely to weaken America's commitment
to European security. EU Member States should therefore take the
necessary steps and deploy the necessary resources to maintain a
credible defence against existing geopolitical threats.

Seite 0 - Zeile 41 - Author: IMS
18

Insert in
(40) aid, both inside and outside of the EU / (41) Striking down other All European member states to rapidly increase their defence budget to
To be inserted to resolutions / (42) 1.41 - European Defense / (43) 9.66 – European
at least 2% of GDP in accordance with the 2006 agreement.
the end of the
Defense
'calls upon'
section

7
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 201 "Resolution on privacy and data protection"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 8 bis 9 - Author: Charlotte Dupon
19

Delete

(7) personal sphere requires the morally transformative act of
consent to be legitimate, / (8) only when there is an overriding
interest (e.g. national security) may privacy be infringed / (9) without
consent, / (10) this logic is also reflected in the data protection
law,

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 - Author: Jeunes MR
20

Insert after

(21) the protection of privacy constitutes a core value and all
users should have control over their / (22) personal data, / (23)
Stressing that / (24) users seldomly read privacy notices, do
not comprehend them fully, but consent to the

Add a new bullet point:
(believing that)
- The use of personal data, provided that proper consent has been given,
can be very benificial for economic development and lead to an increase
in quality of life for European citizens

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
21

Insert after
A widespread
concern about
CETA and TTIP
is that European
personal data
could end up in
third countries
with fewer
safeguards.

(31) This LYMEC congress therefore calls for: / (32) LYMEC
Board and its mother organisations to call upon the EU and ALDE to
keep fighting / (33) for the fundamental right of privacy and data
protection of its citizens; / (34) rather than further strengthening
consent based on the autonomous authorisation model,

LYMEC Board and its mother organisations to call upon the EU and ALDE to
keep fighting 33 for the fundamental right of privacy and data protection of its
citizens, both in its internal legislation and in its treaties and agreements with
third parties;

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Jeunes MR
22

Replace

(31) This LYMEC congress therefore calls for: / (32) LYMEC
LYMEC Board and its member organisations (not mother)
Board and its mother organisations to call upon the EU and ALDE to
keep fighting / (33) for the fundamental right of privacy and data
protection of its citizens;

8
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: Jeunes MR
23

Insert in

(33) for the fundamental right of privacy and data protection of its
"Rather than further strenghtening consent based on the autonomous
citizens; / (34) rather than further strengthening consent based authorisation model, SUCH AS PRIVACY BY DESIGN"
on the autonomous authorisation model, / (35) the EU should look
towards more practical and fair alternatives that fit in the present IT

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Jeunes MR
24

Replace

(34) rather than further strengthening consent based on the
Replace "fair alternatives" by "additional practical and fair additional
autonomous authorisation model, / (35) the EU should look towards consent models"
more practical and fair alternatives that fit in the present IT / (36)
circumstances;

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 - Author: Jeunes MR
25

Insert in

(36) circumstances; / (37) further encouraging of research in
"Further encouraging of JOINT
the EU on IT changes in order to find solutions for these / (38)
LEGAL-BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY-oriented research in the EU"
challenges posed by the new IT environment in Europe and abroad.

Seite 0 - Zeile 39 - Author: Junge Liberale - Niklas Drexler
26

Insert in

(38) challenges posed by the new IT environment in Europe and
abroad. / (39) / (40)

to strengthen legal certainty, e.g. by attaching clear conditions to
the obligation to designate a Data Protection Officer,
to encourage the Member States to strengthen supervisory
authorities in order to ensure an equal level of enforcement and to
abolish the independency of supervisory authorities regarding supervision
of the private sector in order to restore political responsibility and
democratic legitimacy for the enforcement of the Regulation.

9
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 202 "Securing Freedom"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 8 bis 10 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
27

Delete
The part we wish
to delete makes
an assertion that
is not supported
by the reference
provided.

Never before in its long history has Europe been so safe. Violent crime has been
(7) tolerance cannot come at the price of our security. / (8) Never
before in its long history has Europe been so safe. Violent crime has on a decrease over the last 5 years (1);
been on a / (9) decrease over the last 5 years (1) and the number of
terrorist attacks is lower than it was / (10) 15 or 30 years ago (2) /
(11) The call for increased security at the cost of openness,
tolerance and even the rule of law

Seite 0 - Zeile 8 bis 10 - Author: IMS (Friso)
28

Replace
Typo

(7) tolerance cannot come at the price of our security. / (8) Never
before in its long history has Europe been so safe. Violent crime has
been on a / (9) decrease over the last 5 years (1) and the number of
terrorist attacks is lower than it was / (10) 15 or 30 years ago (2) /
(11) The call for increased security at the cost of openness,
tolerance and even the rule of law

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 18 - Author: Jong VLD - Charlotte Dupon
29

Delete

(16) feel less safe / (17) Worries about security are a stronghold for
populist parties, so it is an issue that cannot / (18) be ignored if we
want to keep Europe free from populism / (19) Threats to security of
the individual, such as crime or terror, come from inequality and

Seite 0 - Zeile 19 bis 21 - Author: Daria Kirianova (IMS)
30

Delete

(18) be ignored if we want to keep Europe free from populism / (19)
Threats to security of the individual, such as crime or terror, come
from inequality and / (20) oppression. Inequality and oppression are
the opposites of freedom. Therefore more / (21) freedom leads to
less inequality and less oppression and eventually increases
security. / (22) Concludes,

10

replace:
Violent crime has been on a decrease over the last 5 years (1) and the
number of terrorist attacks is lower than it was 15 or 30 years ago (2)
with
Violent crime has been on a decrease over the last 50 years and the
number of terrorist attacks is lower than it was 15 or 30 years ago

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 19 bis 21 - Author: Jeunes MR
31

Delete
Delete this
section: it is
wrong to say that
inequality is the
opposite to
freedom - both
cannot be
semantically
opposed and the
argument makes
no sense

(18) be ignored if we want to keep Europe free from populism / (19)
Threats to security of the individual, such as crime or terror, come
from inequality and / (20) oppression. Inequality and oppression are
the opposites of freedom. Therefore more / (21) freedom leads to
less inequality and less oppression and eventually increases
security. / (22) Concludes,

Seite 0 - Zeile 19 bis 21 - Author: Jong VLD - Charlotte Dupon
32

Replace

(18) be ignored if we want to keep Europe free from populism / (19)
Threats to security of the individual, such as crime or terror, come
from inequality and / (20) oppression. Inequality and oppression are
the opposites of freedom. Therefore more / (21) freedom leads to
less inequality and less oppression and eventually increases
security. / (22) Concludes,

Terror and crime, which are threats to the security of the society,
are complex phenomenons that can occur when several conditions
are fulfilled. The perception of social or political injustice
contributes to terrorism and are used as a justification by the
perpetrator, but is not necessary a direct cause thereof.
Stronger community cohesion, improved perception of police and
government efficacy and increased trust in police are some
indicators that help to lower the fear of crime.
The purpose of terrorism is to make everybody afraid that they are a
target and by frightening people, getting on the news, raising
doubts and fears only terrorists are advantaged. Therefore, we
should give a rational answer to this phenomenon and make
citizens aware that there is an extremely low risk of terror and we
should emphasize the value of freedom, democracy and civil and
human rights.

Seite 0 - Zeile 20 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen (JOVD)
33

Delete
Inequality is not
the opposite of
freedom.
Oppression is.

(19) Threats to security of the individual, such as crime or terror,
Remove: Inequality and.
come from inequality and / (20) oppression. Inequality and
oppression are the opposites of freedom. Therefore more / (21)
freedom leads to less inequality and less oppression and eventually
increases security.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 23 bis 24 - Author: Jong VLD - Charlotte Dupon
34

Replace

(22) Concludes, / (23) To safeguard and promote civil and human
Civil and human rights should be safeguarded and promoted as
rights should be prefered over a pointless / (24) effort to reach total much as possible within the construction and execution of any
security by increasing the power of the state; / (25) Instead, in order security policy.
to increase security European governments should focus on driving
back

Seite 0 - Zeile 25 bis 26 - Author: Jong VLD - Charlotte Dupon
35

Replace

(24) effort to reach total security by increasing the power of the
state; / (25) Instead, in order to increase security European
governments should focus on driving back / (26) inequality and
oppression. / (27) LYMEC Calls upon,

Besides the drafting of an efficient security policy, European
governments should focus on reducing the (emotional) fear of crime
and terror among citizens.

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 bis 29 - Author: Jong VLD - Charlotte Dupon
36

Replace

(27) LYMEC Calls upon, / (28) European leaders to speak out
against the argument that civil rights have to be sacrificed / (29) in
order to provide security / (30) Sources and notes1.

12

European leaders to speak out against the arguments that tolerance
have to make place for security and (that) terror is an imminent
danger to all of us.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 203 "Resolution on Intelligence Cooperation"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
37

Insert in
(33) cooperation in the area of intelligence sharing and homeland
on long term and security within the European Union / (34) and the wider European
efficiently, huge Area, / (35)
amount of

13

Lymec calls for ALDE to support and facilitate the creation of a central
European intelligence database, where intelligence services of a Member
States exchange on long term and efficiently, huge amount of information
on terror suspects and criminals in the EU.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 301 "Improving technology in favor of education"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 26 bis 33 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
38

Replace

(25) LYMEC calls for: / (26) Guaranteeing a good internet
connection and training for all the students, schools and / (27)
universities. Everyone should be able to have access to a computer
and internet and / (28) knowing how to use it. / (29) The European
Commission to support schools and universities and give private /
(30) companies incentives to help them gather the necessary
devices and software, making it / (31) easier to study and teach (e.g.
Computers in each classroom, computer boards instead of / (32)
chalkboards, tablets instead of books and notebooks, etc.). Besides,
the teachers have to / (33) be trained to be able to use the devices. /
(34) A comparable digitalization level at schools and universities
within the European Union.

The Member States to promote and seek public-private partnerships
between schools, universities and companies to provide students and
teachers with modern hardware and software, and to show teachers how
to use these resources effectively.

Seite 0 - Zeile 29 bis 30 - Author: European Liberal Students' Network
39

Delete

(28) knowing how to use it. / (29) The European Commission to
support schools and universities and give private / (30) companies
incentives to help them gather the necessary devices and software,
making it / (31) easier to study and teach (e.g. Computers in each
classroom, computer boards instead of

14

Delete: "and give private companies incentives"

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 31 bis 32 - Author: Jeunes MR
40

Delete
Access to
computers must
be guaranteed to
all students, but it
does not mean
that all usual
supports (books,
papers,...) must
be systematically
replaced

(30) companies incentives to help them gather the necessary
Delete "computer boards instead of chalkboards, tablets instead of books
devices and software, making it / (31) easier to study and teach (e.g. and notebooks, etc"
Computers in each classroom, computer boards instead of / (32)
chalkboards, tablets instead of books and notebooks, etc.). Besides,
the teachers have to / (33) be trained to be able to use the devices.

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: Jeunes MR
41

Insert after

(33) be trained to be able to use the devices. / (34) A comparable
digitalization level at schools and universities within the European
Union. / (35) Promoting distance learning by having a good internet
connection and being able to

Add "Clearly measurable indicators, which will take into account
economical differences between countries, should be set up to evaluate
this digitalization level"

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
42

Delete

(33) be trained to be able to use the devices. / (34) A comparable
digitalization level at schools and universities within the European
Union. / (35) Promoting distance learning by having a good internet
connection and being able to

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 bis 37 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
43

Replace

(34) A comparable digitalization level at schools and universities
within the European Union. / (35) Promoting distance learning by
having a good internet connection and being able to / (36) afford
and use devices (e.g. watch a livestream of a lecture from a
professor in Spain / (37) while sitting at home in France). / (38)
Expanding the system where classes in primary, secondary and
higher education are

15

The European Commission to promote distance learning and massive
open online courses (MOOCs) via the cooperation between regional
educational stakeholders, especially in higher education.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Jeunes MR
44

Insert in

(34) A comparable digitalization level at schools and universities
within the European Union. / (35) Promoting distance learning by
having a good internet connection and being able to / (36) afford
and use devices (e.g. watch a livestream of a lecture from a
professor in Spain

"Promoting distance learning SPECIFICALLY AT UNIVERSITY OR
POST-COLLEGE EDUCATION"

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
45

Replace

(34) A comparable digitalization level at schools and universities
within the European Union. / (35) Promoting distance learning by
having a good internet connection and being able to / (36) afford
and use devices (e.g. watch a livestream of a lecture from a
professor in Spain

Replace 'Expanding' by 'Promoting'.

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 - Author: Jeunes MR
46

Insert in

(37) while sitting at home in France). / (38) Expanding the system
Add after the sentence: "However, regular presence at school should be
where classes in primary, secondary and higher education are / (39) compulsory, so that digital tools do not prevent any form of socialisation
being livestreamed in order to help students who can't go or have
and group working"
difficulty going to / (40) school. / (41) Using and developing
technology to interconnect and interlink educational structures

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 bis 40 - Author: Svensk Ungdom
47

Delete
We do not
support live
streaming for
primary and
secondary
schools as pupils
of that age
should have
personal contact
not only with
teachers but also
with other pupils.

(37) while sitting at home in France). / (38) Expanding the system
Expanding the system where classes in higher education are being
where classes in primary, secondary and higher education are / (39) livestreamed in order to help students who can't go or have difficulty
being livestreamed in order to help students who can't go or have
going to school.
difficulty going to / (40) school. / (41) Using and developing
technology to interconnect and interlink educational structures

16
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 41 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
48

Replace

(40) school. / (41) Using and developing technology to interconnect Replace 'Using and developing' by 'The European Commission to use'.
and interlink educational structures / (42) throughout the EU in order
to enhance students mobility and improve exchanges across

Seite 0 - Zeile 43 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
49

Insert after

Strong competition for hardware and software purchases by schools and
universities, and the European Commission to advocate open-source
software and standards.
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v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 302 "Resolution on Ethical Hacking"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 - Author: Jeunes MR
50

Insert after

(32) LYMEC calls for: / (33) The European Union to legalize
add after the sentence "only in case of compelling reasons"
the use of techniques and activities considered as ethical / (34)
hacking which are done by explicit consent of the owner of a system
in order to improve the / (35) system's security. / (36) - Public,
governmental and European institutions to make use of ethical
hacking by citizens to

18

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 601 "Resolution on LULUCF sector regulation"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 - Author: Jong VLD
51

Replace
Biofuels are not
really a form of
renewable
energy as it is
incinerated. They
also require
farming space
that could be
used for food
production. A
good example of
a clean and
renewable
source of energy
is hydrogen.

(20) Transport represents almost a quarter of Europe's greenhouse
gas emissions and road / (21) transport is by far the biggest emitter
on transport sector. Advanced biofuels are one / (22) important part
of long-term renewable energy solution for transportation.

Transport represents almost a quarter of Europe's greenhouse gas
emissions and road transport is by far the biggest emitter on transport
sector. Advanced clean fuels are one important part of long-term
renewable energy solution for transportation.

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Jong VLD
52

Delete
(34) carbon sinks and stocks of forest and wood products. At the
Wood is not a
same time, to reduce / (35) emissions from fossil energy, we need to
renewable
increase use of renewable bioenergy, like wood. / (36)
source of energy
as it is
incinerated and
causes air
pollution.
Incinerating
wood is also
causing serious
air pollution.

19

While reducing emissions, we need to continue the work to maintain and
enhance forest carbon sinks and stocks of forest and wood products. At
the same time, to reduce emissions from fossil energy, we need to
increase use of renewable bioenergy.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Jong VLD
53

Replace
All kinds of
renewable
energy can be
used to reduce
emissions of
fossil fuels. The
kinds of
renewable
energy should
not be limited to
only bio-energy.

(34) carbon sinks and stocks of forest and wood products. At the
While reducing emissions, we need to continue the work to maintain and
same time, to reduce / (35) emissions from fossil energy, we need to enhance forest carbon sinks and stocks of forest and wood products. At
increase use of renewable bioenergy, like wood. / (36)
the same time, to reduce emissions from fossil energy, we need to
increase the use of renewable energy.

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 bis 38 - Author: Jong VLD
54

Delete
(36) / (37) If a country generates significant climate benefit through
It is totally
their land use sector and in / (38) particular in forest, it should not be
unclear what this penalized. / (39)
implies.

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 bis 38 - Author: FCY - Hilkka Kemppi
55

Replace

(36) / (37) If a country generates significant climate benefit through Change into: "The accounting rules for the LULUCF sector should better
their land use sector and in / (38) particular in forest, it should not be reflect its real impact on the atmosphere."
penalized. / (39)

Seite 0 - Zeile 43 bis 52 - Author: Svensk Ungdom
56

Replace
Linguistical
clarifications

(42) / (43) LYMEC calls upon: / (44) / (45) The Commission
should base the accounting of the carbon sinks within the LULUCF /
(46) sector on current data and not on the levels of 2009. / (47) /
(48) The main emphasis should be on reducing emissions while
some limited flexibility from / (49) LULUCF sector to help meeting
emissions targets in agriculture are important. / (50) / (51) The
accounting rules for land use sector should reflect better on what
are the real impacts / (52) to the atmosphere are.

20

LYMEC calls for
The Commission to base the assessment of sinks of greenhouse gases
within the LULUCF sector on current data and not on the levels of 2009.
The main emphasis in LULUCF to be on reducing emissions with some
limited flexibility for the agricultural sector in order for it to be able to meet
emissions targets.
The assessments of the land use sector to better reflect the real impact
on the climate.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 49 - Author: Jong VLD
57

Delete
Every sector
should make an
effort to reduce
emissions.

(47) / (48) The main emphasis should be on reducing emissions
while some limited flexibility from / (49) LULUCF sector to help
meeting emissions targets in agriculture are important. / (50)

21
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 701 "Resolution on the matter of antimicrobial resistance in Europe"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 3 bis 12 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
58

Replace

(2) Europe / (3) Throughout Europe the knowledge about the risk for
and the actual spreading of antimicrobial / (4) resistance must be
changed for the better. The information needs to be clearer about
this issue / (5) as this in fact must be said to be a highly challenging
and up-to-date topic for the future of / (6) Europe, considering our
common wealth. This considered in a health manner as well as
strictly / (7) economically. Today´s outspread, common use of
antimicrobial medicine in foremost meat / (8) productions raises
serious questions. By today´s highly irresponsible using of the drug
as a so to / (9) say just-to-be-safe preventive use the increasing
resistance must be said to be a fact. / (10) Estimations of millions of
people dying from the cause of antimicrobial resistance by the year
of / (11) 2050 speaks very clearly about the need for action. As well,
there are also obvious economic / (12) effects that would be real
and concrete if we do not act clearly on this matter in time. / (13)
With this background we call on:

The discovery of antimicrobial drugs has been a major socio-economic
driving force in the twentieth century. Since the eve of the twenty-first
century, however, humankind has suffered setbacks in the battle against
bacteria, viruses and other parasites due to antimicrobial resistance.
Almost 25 000 Europeans lose this battle each year, mainly because of
the misuse of antibiotics in human medicine. Therefore, the apt response
of the European Union after the Microbial Threat Conference in 1998 via
the creation of the European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance
System (EARSS) and later the European Antimicrobial Resistance
Surveillance Network (EARS-Net) should be deepened.

Seite 0 - Zeile 14 bis 15 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
59

Replace

(13) With this background we call on: / (14) - To encourage the
member states of EU to politically work with preventing the risks of /
antimicrobial
resistance, by
strategies
concrete
Seite 0 - Zeile 16 bis 17 - (15)
Author:
Joventut Nacionalista
denational
Catalunya
| Alistairwith
Spearing
goals / (16) - The creation of an common European law regulation,
the creation of a common European law regulation, stipulating that only those
60 Replace
(15)
antimicrobial
resistance,
national strategies with concrete
stipulating
that those
who are by
legitimized
To prevent the
goals / (16) - The creation of an common European law regulation, who are legitimized veterinaries must have permission to prescribe antibiotics
and only when medically warranted
practice of
stipulating that those who are legitimized / (17) veterinaries only
registered vets
must have permission to prescribe antibiotics / (18) - To emphasize
giving antibiotics to the member states of Europe the need for more and effective
to animals for
research
non- medical
reasons (e.g.
fattening them)
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 16 bis 17 - Author: Jeunes MR
61

Delete

(15) antimicrobial resistance, by national strategies with concrete
goals / (16) - The creation of an common European law regulation,
stipulating that those who are legitimized / (17) veterinaries only
must have permission to prescribe antibiotics / (18) - To emphasize
to the member states of Europe the need for more and effective
research

Seite 0 - Zeile 16 bis 17 - Author: Centerstudenter
62

Replace
Clarification

(15) antimicrobial resistance, by national strategies with concrete
goals / (16) - The creation of an common European law regulation,
stipulating that those who are legitimized / (17) veterinaries only
must have permission to prescribe antibiotics / (18) - To emphasize
to the member states of Europe the need for more and effective
research

Seite 0 - Zeile 18 bis 24 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
63

Delete

(17) veterinaries only must have permission to prescribe antibiotics /
(18) - To emphasize to the member states of Europe the need for
more and effective research / (19) processes on a high level dealing
with the questions of antimicrobial resistance, in which a / (20)
European cooperation is an important part / (21) - A science
developing process of alternative antimicrobial drugs with lower
resistance risks / (22) - A responsibility for each European member
state to inform about the risks of antimicrobial / (23) resistance and
how these might be avoided in everyday life on a more individual
level, such as / (24) types of food consumption for example.

Seite 0 - Zeile 18 bis 24 - Author: Centerstudenter
64

Delete
Such research
cooperation
already exists,
called
EARS-NET.

(17) veterinaries only must have permission to prescribe antibiotics /
(18) - To emphasize to the member states of Europe the need for
more and effective research / (19) processes on a high level dealing
with the questions of antimicrobial resistance, in which a / (20)
European cooperation is an important part / (21) - A science
developing process of alternative antimicrobial drugs with lower
resistance risks / (22) - A responsibility for each European member
state to inform about the risks of antimicrobial / (23) resistance and
how these might be avoided in everyday life on a more individual
level, such as / (24) types of food consumption for example.

23

- LYMEC to support the European Parliament in its stance that only
certified veterinaries are to be allowed to prescribe antibiotics to animals,
and that such prescriptions are only to be granted when medically
warranted, not as a preventative measure.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 - Author: Jeunes MR
65

Insert in
Not clear,
connection with
food
consumption
does not seem
relevant

(21) - A science developing process of alternative antimicrobial
Not clear
drugs with lower resistance risks / (22) - A responsibility for each
European member state to inform about the risks of antimicrobial /
(23) resistance and how these might be avoided in everyday life on
a more individual level, such as / (24) types of food consumption for
example. /

Seite 0 - Zeile 24 - Author: Dietmar Hertsen (Jong VLD)
66

Insert after

The insertion of antimicrobial resistance goals and regulations in future
trade agreements like TPIP.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 702 "More bzzz in the food!"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 4 - Author: Jong VLD
67

Replace
Meat production
causes indeed
greenhouse gas
emissions, but it
also causes
other kinds of
pollution like
water and soil
pollution.

(3) Summary / (4) It is a fact that meat production causes a great
amount of greenhouse gas emissions. There is an / (5) interesting
and protein rich alternative, that LYMEC should call upon the EU to
accept as

It is a fact that meat production causes all kinds of pollution. There is
an interesting and protein rich alternative, that LYMEC should call upon
the EU to accept as provisions.

Seite 0 - Zeile 8 bis 9 - Author: Jong VLD
68

Replace
If people change
their eating
habits, it’s
because people
want to reduce
their ecological
footprint. Global
warming does
not include all
other kinds of
pollution and the
demand of
natural
resources.

(7) Noting that / (8) The global warming has got many people to
think about their eating habits. For a long time it has / (9) been
known that the meat production results in large discharges of
greenhouse gas. One less / (10) polluting alternative source of
protein is insects.

25

People think about their eating habits because of the big impact on
the ecological footprint it causes. For a long time it has been known
that meat production results in serious pollution which leads to a
bigger ecological footprint. One less polluting alternative source of
protein is insects.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 703 "Working Group Paper on CAP"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Svensk Ungdom
69

Insert in
Actions to be
taken and by
whom: On line
115. This is an
additional action
to be taken by
LYMEC

(1) Working Group Paper on CAP / (2) Introduction to working group Actions to be taken and by whom:
process and conclusions
The EU to immediately start working within foodproduction sector to
standardize the regulations conserning impact on climate.

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth - Laura Hämäläinen
70

Insert after

(31) actions hell bent on limiting the power of the few big
It is important that the producers get their fair share of the food chain
supermarket chains, incentivizing more fair / (32) market competition profit.
and less oligopolization. / (33) In order to support technological
research, there needs to be more cooperation between EU

26

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 45 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth - Laura Hämäläinen
71

Insert in
Insert the
following
sentence into the
paragraph:
However, the
work must be
done on a global
level, e.g.
through WTO, so
that Europe does
not destroy their
own agriculture
by being the only
one giving up on
the subsidies.

(44) The working group concluded that the direct payments to
farmers, subsidies and tariffs need to / (45) be phased out – but with
care and over time. An immediate abolishment of the CAP in all its /
(46) dimension would result in many serious consequences, while a
transition towards phasing out

The working group concluded that the direct payments to farmers,
subsidies and tariffs need to be phased out – but with care and over time.
However, the work must be done on a global level, e.g. through
WTO, so that Europe does not destroy their own agriculture by
being the only one giving up on the subsidies. An immediate
abolishment of the CAP in all its dimension would result in many serious
consequences, while a transition towards phasing out the direct
payments in proportion with increased investment in local business
diversification and agricultural innovation makes for a more sustainable
future.

Seite 0 - Zeile 104 bis 105 - Author: Junge Liberale Marianne Schäfer
72

Replace

(103) Compromise/final opinion: / (104) Decrease the basic
payment over time to terminate it and open a new support scheme
for / (105) innovations connected to rural livelihoods and
sustainability. / (106) Estimated consequences of the final opinion

- Decrease the basic payment over time to terminate it and include
agriculture into existing programs for business development and
innovation research

Seite 0 - Zeile 298 - Author: Junge Liberale, Marianne Schäfer
73

Insert after
new bullet point

- The EU agricultural market needs to be opened to the world market. For
that reason protective tariffs should be abolished.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 901 "Dousing the hateful flame from East"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: IMS (Friso Bonga)
74

Insert after

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 bis 38 - Author: IMS (Friso Bonga)
75

Delete
We propose to
move this phrase
from the 'noting'
to the
'considering'

(36) Taking into account that propaganda is a message designed to (Delete the following) Further noting that Russian programming is slick
persuade its intended / (37) audience to think and behave in a
and entertaining, and consequently widely watched even by people who
certain manner or it is official government / (38) communications to do not feel politically drawn to the Kremlin
the public that are designed to influence opinion; / (39)

Seite 0 - Zeile 50 bis 51 - Author: IMS (FB)
76

Replace
(49) widely watched even by people who do not feel politically drawn
We are more
to the Kremlin / (50) Considering that / (51) / (52) Russian TV
concerned with
reaches around 4 million Baltic States' Russian speakers and ethnic
the unawareness
than we are with
the question of
involvement.

Replace:
"Deeply concerned that citizens of the European Union are not involved
in a process of recognition and identification of propaganda."
With:
"Deeply concerned that citizens of the European Union are unaware of
the nature and intention of the disinformation they are consuming and are
therefore more vulnerable to it."

Seite 0 - Zeile 52 - Author: IMS (FB)
77

Delete
(51) / (52) Russian TV reaches around 4 million Baltic States'
Let's leave
Russian speakers and ethnic / (53) Russians
undecided who
we are calling on.

28

(Delete) "upon"

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 bis 58 - Author: IMS (FB)
78

Delete
in times of crisis
we might need
the budget
elsewhere

(56) Baltnews site, which publishes anonymously produced "news"
in Estonian, Latvian and / (57) Lithuanian. / (58) / (59) Taking into
consideration that Lithuania, Moldova and Ukraine itself have
blocked

(delete:) ... "and for guarantees to be made that these funds will remain
available even in times of crisis"

Seite 0 - Zeile 60 - Author: IMS (FB)
79

Insert after

(59) Taking into consideration that Lithuania, Moldova and Ukraine
itself have blocked / (60) Russian TV channels, to prevent them
from exerting similar influence on their minorities. / (61) Concluding
that / (62)

(add at the end of the sentence) ... for example by expanding the reach
Stratcom East channels such as the DisInformation Review to other
media.

Seite 0 - Zeile 68 bis 69 - Author: IMS (FB)
80

Replace
(67) recognition and identification of propaganda / (68) LYMEC Calls
independent
upon / (69) / (70) To set up a task force, under the auspices of East
journalism is the StratCom, charged with identifying the
best tool against
propaganda.

replace:
"...charged with countering propaganda news, thereby working to
propagate the values inherent in the principles and member nations of
the Union;
with:
"..charged with providing independent and critical journalism, providing a
trustworthy basis for a European public opinion"

Seite 0 - Zeile 69 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
81

Insert after
(68) LYMEC Calls upon / (69) / (70) To set up a task force, under
This is a main
the auspices of East StratCom, charged with identifying the
issue since some
Member States
also abuse, using
national media
for own
propaganda
often against
“Brussels” and
favoring foreign
interests.

29

This is a main issue since some Member States also abuse, using
national media for own propaganda often against “Brussels” and
favoring foreign interests.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 91 - Author: Jeunes MR
82

Insert in

(90) station, charged with countering propaganda news, thereby
Add
working to propagate the / (91) values inherent in the principles and
"So that people can have access to both viewpoints and make their own
member nations of the Union; / (92)
judgment"

Seite 2 - Zeile 44 - Author: IMS (Friso Bonga)
83

Insert in
We want to move
this phrase from
the 'Noting' to the
'considering'

(43) through strategies such as falsifying the history of former
member nations of the USSR / (44) / (45) Noting that Russia's
main propaganda tools in the Baltic states are television, radio,
news / (46) portals, social networks.

30

Further considering that Russian programming is slick and entertaining,
and consequently widely watched even by people who do not feel
politically drawn to the Kremlin

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 903 "Future of relations between EU and the European Neighborhood"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

(29) countries and are at the core of the ENP / (30) Considering
that, / (31) Neighbouring countries are facing similar challenges (eg.
corruption, stagnating economic / (32) development or human rights
violations) in different ways. Therefore their relations with

The review of the ENP carried out in 2015 is a step in the right direction
with regards to the formulation of a more ideologically sound
neighbourhood policy, and that many of the reforms introduced have the
potential to deliver positive results.

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: IMS
84

Insert after
to be inserted
after line 29, in
the 'noting that'
section

Seite 0 - Zeile 68 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
85

Insert after
(67) countries / (68) investments in infrastructure to join
The ENP can
neighbouring countries with EU infrastructure / (69) LYMEC Calls
only succeed
upon,
with a strong
economic aspect.

removal of trade barriers and facilitation of economic exchanges

Seite 0 - Zeile 69 - Author: IMS
86

Insert after
to be inserted
after line 68 in
the "LYMEC
welcomes"
section

(68) investments in infrastructure to join neighbouring countries with The increased funding envisaged in the ENP for local authorities in
EU infrastructure / (69) LYMEC Calls upon, / (70) the European
partnership countries rather than for central governments
Commission and the European Council to be consistent in the the /
(71) enactment of policies and agreements. Negotiations with
partnership countries that

Seite 0 - Zeile 71 - Author: IMS
87

Insert after
insert at the end
of the 'welcomes'
section

(70) the European Commission and the European Council to be
consistent in the the / (71) enactment of policies and agreements.
Negotiations with partnership countries that / (72) rollback on
reforms (implemented under the ENP or to gain access to the
Enlargement / (73) Agenda) should be frozen until that country
shows real commitment to adhere to the

31

More dialogue between the academia of partnership countries and that of
the EU

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 78 - Author: IMS
88

Insert after
(77) should become available to without delay or hesitation. / (78)
The relevant bodies to make the dialogue process between the EU and
to be inserted to This position will be communicated to and discussed with ELDR and the governments of Neighbourhood countries more visible
the end of the
ALDE. / (79)
'calls upon'
section (between
the current lines
77 and 78)

Seite 0 - Zeile 78 - Author: IMS
89

Insert in
(77) should become available to without delay or hesitation. / (78)
remove: "ELDR and"
to remove a word This position will be communicated to and discussed with ELDR and
ALDE.

Seite 0 - Zeile 80 - Author: IMS
90

Insert after
(79) / /
to be inserted to
the end of the
'calls upon'
section (after the
previous
amendment)

The access to mechanisms encompassed in the ENP to be simplified and
made more accessible

Seite 0 - Zeile 82 - Author: IMS
91

Insert after
//
to be inserted to
the end of the
'calls upon'
section (after the
previous
amendment)

The civil society of Neighbourhood countries and that of EU member
states to increase exchange and dialogue between them.

Seite 0 - Zeile 84 - Author: IMS
92

Insert after
//
to be inserted at
the end of the
"calls upon"
section, after the
last amendment

The EU and Neighbourhood civil society to increase dialogue between
them, focusing particularly on the implementation of specific projects
within the framework of the ENP, with a particular aim to avoid
duplication;
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 904 "Resolution on increasing vocational education and entrepreneurship training in development
policy"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 - Author: Jeunes MR
93

Delete
(26) / (27) Entrepreneurship and startups have the potential to
"Decent" is a
create new decent jobs. / (28)
concept that
appears in many
socialist texts

Delete "decent" jobs
New text: "Entrepreneurship and startups have the potential to create
new jobs"

Seite 0 - Zeile 41 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
94

European institutions to lead by example by ensuring young trainees at said
Insert after
(40) / (41) Developing countries need to increasingly utilise their
Internships at the own resources, particularly the / (42) resources within people, but at institutions get fair compensation for their work
European
the same time in order for developing countries to utilise
institutions are
notorious for
offering poor
conditions.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 905 "A common effort to stop the genocide of the Yazidis"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Antoaneta Asenov/ YMRF
95

Delete
(1) A common effort to stop the genocide of the Yazidis / (2) Noting
According to
that:
Art.15 (c) of the
Qualification
directive
international
protection is to
be granted when
there is threat to
a person''s life by
reason of
indiscriminate
violence in
situations of
international or
internal armed
conflict. All
Syrians fit this
description. It
does not seem
very liberal to
prioritise which
Syrians, even if
they are a
minority should
get refuge first.

34

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen (JOVD)
96

Delete
(31) Lymec calls on: / (32) The EU countries to give Yazidis priority Remove the words: proirity for
We think it is not for refuge. / (33) The EU countries to put into force strong measures
ethical to give
to stop the ongoing genocide, and
certain groups
priority.

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Junge Liberale
97

Replace

(31) Lymec calls on: / (32) The EU countries to give Yazidis priority The EU member states to set up a special program for asylum seekers
for refuge. / (33) The EU countries to put into force strong measures persecuted by IS.
to stop the ongoing genocide, and

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Yngve Horvei, NUV
98

Replace

(31) Lymec calls on: / (32) The EU countries to give Yazidis priority Replace entire bullet point with: "Propose the amendment of the Geneva
for refuge. / (33) The EU countries to put into force strong measures convention to allow groups threatened by genocide to be given priority for
to stop the ongoing genocide, and
refuge"

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 bis 34 - Author: Svensk Ungdom
99

Replace
Clarifications and
more concrete
measures.

(32) The EU countries to give Yazidis priority for refuge. / (33) The
EU countries to put into force strong measures to stop the ongoing
genocide, and / (34) fulfill their responsibility to protect as provided
by Genocide Convention of 1948.

the EU to put into force strong diplomatic measures to stop the ongoing
genocide of Yazidis and support the USA in peace negotiations and
thereby put an end to the persecution of Yazidis.

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
100

Insert in
(33) The EU countries to put into force strong measures to stop the
to speak up with ongoing genocide, and / (34) fulfill their responsibility to protect as
one voice on this provided by Genocide Convention of 1948.
specific issue

35

Lymec calls on the EU countries to speak up with one voice on this
specific issue and to put into force strong measures…

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 906 "Vessels and not Missiles from Kaliningrad"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 9 - Author: IMS (Guillermo Passas Varo)
101

Replace
This is a more
accurate
discription

(8) current fly-overs of Russian fighter planes over the Baltic and the replace:
Northern Sea constitute / (9) an actual threat to our European Area
"...our European Area of Freedom, Security and Justice..."
of Freedom, Security and Justice, and should be a / (10) warning to
With:
the EU citizens that the relations with Russia are escalating.
"...our European Area and the external dimension of our Common
Foreign and Security Policy and Common Commercial Policy..."

Seite 0 - Zeile 16 bis 17 - Author: IMS (Guillermo Passas Varo)
102

Replace
This is a more
accurate
description

(15) work, but the truth is that those missiles are easily capable to
reach the Baltic countries, / (16) Sweden and Poland and even
Berlin, which threatens our Area of Freedom, Security and / (17)
Justice. / (18) Considering that,

Replace
"...which threatens our Area of Freedom, Security and Justice."
With:
"...which threatens the external dimension of our Common Foreign and
Security Policy and Common Commercial Policy."

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
103

Insert in
Russia does
have other ports
that are
operational
year-round, such
as Sochi and
Novorossiysk;
the adjective
"Baltic" should be
added for
accuracy.

Kaliningrad is the only Baltic seaport in Russia which is operational the whole
(37) in terms of international cooperation. / (38) Kaliningrad is the
only seaport in Russia which is operational the whole year, and it is / year
(39) becoming a missile silo instead of functioning as an open gate
to the prosperity through

36
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 - Author: Jeunes MR
104

Delete

(56) companies and viceversa. / (57) the Russian Government to
stop developing weapons, and instead of this it invests more / (58)
in infrastructures in order for the seaport in Kaliningrad to become
truly operative, being

Delete "instead of this"
New text:
"the Russian Government to stop developing weapons. The Russian
government should invest more..."

Seite 0 - Zeile 59 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
105

Insert after
(58) in infrastructures in order for the seaport in Kaliningrad to
The conditions
become truly operative, being / (59) the open gate of Russia to a
for a strong
greater prosperity.
Russian
economy with the
right environment
for
entrepreneurship
will not exist as
long as the
government
continues to
seize companies
for political
reasons.

37

the Government of the Russian Federation to maintain the rule of law in its
economic activities and cease reprehensible practices such as the
expropriation of companies in retaliation for political dissent
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 907 "More money for United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 5 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth: Sara Saramäki
106

Insert after
Our amendment
is to be inserted
at the end of the
summary
paragraph
because it refers
to renewing the
working
processes of
UNHCR.

(4) Summary / (5) While the world faces the largest refugee crisis
since World War II, we need to both increase the / (6) funding for
refugee aid, and renew the working process of UNHCR. UNHCR
should be directly / (7) funded by the UN and their resources should
not be marked for specific operations or projects, / (8) but rather be
distributed to the crises areas that are in the biggest need of help at
the moment. / (9) Noting that

Seite 0 - Zeile 24 bis 26 - Author: Jeunes MR
107

Delete
Simply delete
this paragraph

(23) Concludes / (24) Finland with the other Nordic countries have
for a long time been a contributor to the UNHCR / (25) which the
organization can count on. We want the whole Europe to become
part of this crowd / (26) and hope that all European countries could
increase their share. / (27) LYMEC calls for:

38

Furthermore, the UNHCR should look to include local communities in
their operations to minimise disputes between refugees and host
communities, whilst ensuring a sustainable approach in delivering
humanitarian aid.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 bis 33 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya | Alistair Spearing
108

Replace
(31) / (32) Stop the earmarking of funds for specific operations or
Member State
projects to allow the UNHCR / (33) judge where the money is
governments will needed. / (34)
be more
amenable to this
resolution if it
means a more
efficient use of
existing
resources
instead of raising
fresh money.

Urge Member Organisations and Individual Members to lobby on national level
for the European countries to increase the share of their development aid which
is devoted to UNHCR

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
109

Insert in
as well as other
countries in the
world

(31) / (32) Stop the earmarking of funds for specific operations or
projects to allow the UNHCR / (33) judge where the money is
needed. / (34)

39

Urge Member Organizations and Individual Members to lobby on national
level for the European countries as well as other countries in the world to
increase their aid to UNHCR.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 908 "Britain and the European Union"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Jeunes MR
110

Delete
Erasmus is not
limited to EU
countries (see
TUrkey, Iceland,
Norway,...).
Reference to this
does not make
sense.

(20) Free Movement is particularly beneficial to young people in
Britain and other EU countries / (21) The Erasmus Scheme is the
world's most successful student and apprentice exchange / (22)
programme / (23) The EU has supported the Peace Process on the
island of Ireland through the facilitation

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 bis 37 - Author: Benedikt Bente, IMS
111

Delete

(33) referendum present a risk to the continued existence of the
United Kingdom, and in the / (34) case of Northern Ireland to the
peace process supported by the Good Friday Agreement, / (35) and
also that the interests of Gibraltar have been put at risk. / (36) Brexit
will result in a loss of UK's ability to shape the future direction of the
EU during a / (37) period of rapid change / (38) Free trade and free
movement are important liberal principles that LYMEC should seek
to
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 91 - Author: Joris Zevenbergen (JOVD)
112

Replace
Negotiations
should focus on
free trade.

(47) LYMEC Calls for / (48) The British Government to hold a
The EU to negotiate a free trade agreement with Great Britain along the
parliamentary vote on the terms of the negotiation / (49) before
lines of e.g. CETA and TTIP.
Article 50 is triggered / (50) Continuing parliamentary scrutiny of
negotiations on EU withdrawal / (51) Protection of rights for EU
citizens and UK citizens, so that those who have settled in UK / (52)
are allowed to stay and British people living in EU countries can
remain / (53) Continued British Membership of the Single Market,
with its ‘four freedoms' of freedom of / (54) movement for workers,
free movement of goods, free movement of capital and freedom /
(55) to provide services / (56) Protecting freedom of movement, so
that British citizens retain the right to live and work / (57) throughout
the EU and EU citizens retain the right to live and work in the UK /
(58) Britain to remain a participant in the Erasmus scheme, which is
a fantastic and enriching / (59) experience for pupils, students, junior
academics and apprentices, and every european / (60) youth
exchange program / (61) Britain and the EU to maintain law
enforcement and judicial co-operation, including / (62) keeping
Britain a member of the European Arrest Warrant which allows the
police to track / (63) down criminals more efficiently / (64) Promoting
scientific cooperation and funding for research, including continuing
funding for / (65) existing projects, so that valuable medical,
defence, security, universities and other areas / (66) are not harmed
/ (67) Encouraging reciprocal travel and tourism, by continuing
Britain's participation in / (68) schemes such as the European Health
Insurance Card, pet passports and reduced / (69) roaming charges /
(70) The British Government to maintain EU-level standards in
health, safety, consumer / (71) protection, employment and
equalities and regional development funding / (72) The British
people to be given a final say through a referendum on whether the
terms of / (73) the deal agreed for the withdrawal of Britain from the
EU should be accepted, and if those / (74) terms are not accepted,
for the EU to allow Britain to continue its current arrangements as /
(75) an EU Member / (76) Continued free movement of people and
goods across the border between Ireland and / (77) Northern Ireland
/ (78) The maintenance of Cross-Border funding under the PEACE
fund and INTERREG to the / (79) border region of Northern Ireland
& Ireland / (80) Continued support for the Good Friday (Belfast

41

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
Agreement) of 1998 by the EU and Irish / (81) and British
Governments / (82) The British Government to not discriminate
against students from the EU studying in / (83) Britain by keeping
the same university fees / (84) Implementing a general knowledge of
the different cultures in Europe in primary and / (85) secondary
education, so British young people won't lose touch with the
continent, and as / (86) a means to fight xenophobic and nationalist
tendencies / (87) Fighting populism through an open-minded,
fact-based education that prepares young / (88) people to live in a
globalised world / (89) To ensure that inhabitants of London,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, the 3.3 million EU / (90) citizens living in
the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in the EU and the 75% of
young / (91) British voters who voted ‘Remain' do not pay the price
for ‘Brexit'.
Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 50 - Author: Junge Liberale
113

Delete

(47) LYMEC Calls for / (48) The British Government to hold a
parliamentary vote on the terms of the negotiation / (49) before
Article 50 is triggered / (50) Continuing parliamentary scrutiny of
negotiations on EU withdrawal / (51) Protection of rights for EU
citizens and UK citizens, so that those who have settled in UK

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 49 - Author: Jeunes MR
114

Delete
Parliamentary
vote has already
been decided
and does not
make sense in
the resolution

(47) LYMEC Calls for / (48) The British Government to hold a
parliamentary vote on the terms of the negotiation / (49) before
Article 50 is triggered / (50) Continuing parliamentary scrutiny of
negotiations on EU withdrawal

Seite 0 - Zeile 50 - Author: Jong VLD
115

Insert in
The British
Government to
hold a
parliamentary
vote on the terms
of the negotiation
before Article 50
is triggered

(49) before Article 50 is triggered / (50) Continuing parliamentary
scrutiny of negotiations on EU withdrawal / (51) Protection of rights
for EU citizens and UK citizens, so that those who have settled in
UK / (52) are allowed to stay and British people living in EU
countries can remain

42

The British Government to hold as soon as possible parliamentary vote
on the terms of the negotiation before Article 50 is triggered
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 55 bis 59 - Author: Jong VLD
116

Delete

(54) movement for workers, free movement of goods, free
movement of capital and freedom / (55) to provide services / (56)
Protecting freedom of movement, so that British citizens retain the
right to live and work / (57) throughout the EU and EU citizens retain
the right to live and work in the UK / (58) Britain to remain a
participant in the Erasmus scheme, which is a fantastic and
enriching / (59) experience for pupils, students, junior academics
and apprentices, and every european / (60) youth exchange
program

Seite 0 - Zeile 64 bis 65 - Author: Jong VLD
117

Delete
including 64
keeping Britain a
member of the
European Arrest
Warrant which
allows the police
to track 65 down
criminals more
efficiently

(63) down criminals more efficiently / (64) Promoting scientific
cooperation and funding for research, including continuing funding
for / (65) existing projects, so that valuable medical, defence,
security, universities and other areas / (66) are not harmed
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 66 bis 68 - Author: Jong VLD
118

Delete
Promoting
scientific
cooperation and
funding for
research,
including
continuing
funding for
existing projects,
so that valuable
medical,
defence,
security,
universities and
other areas are
not harmed

(65) existing projects, so that valuable medical, defence, security,
universities and other areas / (66) are not harmed / (67)
Encouraging reciprocal travel and tourism, by continuing Britain's
participation in / (68) schemes such as the European Health
Insurance Card, pet passports and reduced / (69) roaming charges

Seite 0 - Zeile 69 bis 71 - Author: Jong VLD
119

Delete

(68) schemes such as the European Health Insurance Card, pet
passports and reduced / (69) roaming charges / (70) The British
Government to maintain EU-level standards in health, safety,
consumer / (71) protection, employment and equalities and regional
development funding / (72) The British people to be given a final say
through a referendum on whether the terms of

Seite 0 - Zeile 70 bis 75 - Author: Junge Liberale
120

Delete

(69) roaming charges / (70) The British Government to maintain
EU-level standards in health, safety, consumer / (71) protection,
employment and equalities and regional development funding / (72)
The British people to be given a final say through a referendum on
whether the terms of / (73) the deal agreed for the withdrawal of
Britain from the EU should be accepted, and if those / (74) terms are
not accepted, for the EU to allow Britain to continue its current
arrangements as / (75) an EU Member / (76) Continued free
movement of people and goods across the border between Ireland
and

44
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 72 bis 75 - Author: Jeunes MR
121

Delete
It is not realistic
to organise a
second
referendum for
UK - and also not
fair: if a second
referendum was
to be organised,
it should be
submitted to all
EU citizens

(71) protection, employment and equalities and regional
development funding / (72) The British people to be given a final say
through a referendum on whether the terms of / (73) the deal agreed
for the withdrawal of Britain from the EU should be accepted, and if
those / (74) terms are not accepted, for the EU to allow Britain to
continue its current arrangements as / (75) an EU Member / (76)
Continued free movement of people and goods across the border
between Ireland and

Seite 0 - Zeile 72 bis 73 - Author: Jong VLD
122

Delete

(71) protection, employment and equalities and regional
development funding / (72) The British people to be given a final say
through a referendum on whether the terms of / (73) the deal agreed
for the withdrawal of Britain from the EU should be accepted, and if
those / (74) terms are not accepted, for the EU to allow Britain to
continue its current arrangements as

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 bis 77 - Author: Benedikt Bente, IMS
123

Delete

(73) the deal agreed for the withdrawal of Britain from the EU should
be accepted, and if those / (74) terms are not accepted, for the EU
to allow Britain to continue its current arrangements as / (75) an EU
Member / (76) Continued free movement of people and goods
across the border between Ireland and / (77) Northern Ireland / (78)
The maintenance of Cross-Border funding under the PEACE fund
and INTERREG to the

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 bis 77 - Author: Jong VLD
124

Delete

(73) the deal agreed for the withdrawal of Britain from the EU should
be accepted, and if those / (74) terms are not accepted, for the EU
to allow Britain to continue its current arrangements as / (75) an EU
Member / (76) Continued free movement of people and goods
across the border between Ireland and / (77) Northern Ireland / (78)
The maintenance of Cross-Border funding under the PEACE fund
and INTERREG to the
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux) - Bàlint Gyévai
125

Insert in
The European
people

(73) the deal agreed for the withdrawal of Britain from the EU should The European people to be given a final say through referendum on
be accepted, and if those / (74) terms are not accepted, for the EU whether the terms of the deal agreed …
to allow Britain to continue its current arrangements as / (75) an EU
Member

Seite 0 - Zeile 78 bis 79 - Author: Jong VLD
126

Delete

(77) Northern Ireland / (78) The maintenance of Cross-Border
funding under the PEACE fund and INTERREG to the / (79) border
region of Northern Ireland & Ireland / (80) Continued support for the
Good Friday (Belfast Agreement) of 1998 by the EU and Irish

Seite 0 - Zeile 84 bis 91 - Author: Junge Liberale
127

Delete

(83) Britain by keeping the same university fees / (84) Implementing
a general knowledge of the different cultures in Europe in primary
and / (85) secondary education, so British young people won't lose
touch with the continent, and as / (86) a means to fight xenophobic
and nationalist tendencies / (87) Fighting populism through an
open-minded, fact-based education that prepares young / (88)
people to live in a globalised world / (89) To ensure that inhabitants
of London, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the 3.3 million EU / (90)
citizens living in the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in the EU
and the 75% of young / (91) British voters who voted ‘Remain' do
not pay the price for ‘Brexit'.

Seite 0 - Zeile 86 bis 88 - Author: Jong VLD
128

Delete

(85) secondary education, so British young people won't lose touch
with the continent, and as / (86) a means to fight xenophobic and
nationalist tendencies / (87) Fighting populism through an
open-minded, fact-based education that prepares young / (88)
people to live in a globalised world / (89) To ensure that inhabitants
of London, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the 3.3 million EU

Seite 0 - Zeile 89 bis 91 - Author: Jeunes MR
129

Delete
Too vague and
useless in the
resolution

(88) people to live in a globalised world / (89) To ensure that
inhabitants of London, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the 3.3 million EU
/ (90) citizens living in the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in
the EU and the 75% of young / (91) British voters who voted
‘Remain' do not pay the price for ‘Brexit'.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 89 bis 90 - Author: Jong VLD
130

Delete

(88) people to live in a globalised world / (89) To ensure that
inhabitants of London, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the 3.3 million EU
/ (90) citizens living in the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in
the EU and the 75% of young

Seite 0 - Zeile 91 bis 93 - Author: Benedikt Bente, IMS
131

Delete

(90) citizens living in the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in the
EU and the 75% of young / (91) British voters who voted ‘Remain'
do not pay the price for ‘Brexit'. / /

Seite 0 - Zeile 91 bis 93 - Author: Jong VLD
132

Delete

(90) citizens living in the UK, the 1.2 million UK subjects living in the
EU and the 75% of young / (91) British voters who voted ‘Remain'
do not pay the price for ‘Brexit'. / /
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LYMEC Autumn Congress 2016, November 11-12 in Tallinn
Proposal 910 "Urgent: In defence of CETA and free trade"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 13 - Author: Fédération des Étudiants Libéraux
133

Insert in
(12) procurement to European SMEs, creating a more favourable
Besides economic aspects, CETA is setting the new world standards for
Besides
environment for job creation, / (13) and making Europe wealthier by future negociations.
economic
€5.8 bn a year.[2] / (14) Noting that
aspects, CETA is
setting the new
world standards
for future
negociations.

Seite 0 - Zeile 15 - Author: Jeunes MR
134

Insert in

(14) Noting that / (15) the Government of Wallonia refused to grant
the Belgian government full powers to sign / (16) CETA following a
vote on 14 October and subsequent negotiations with the EU and

Add "Controversial debates about accepting the CETA agreement took
place in several countries. For example, the Government of Wallonia..."

Seite 0 - Zeile 18 - Author: Jeunes MR
135

Delete

(17) Canada; / (18) a tentative deal to provisionally implement
CETA, which could yet be sunk by Wallonia,[3] / (19) was struck on
27 October;

Delete "which could yet be sunk by Wallonia"

Seite 0 - Zeile 18 - Author: Fédération des Étudiants Libéraux
136

Delete
(17) Canada; / (18) a tentative deal to provisionally implement
Delete : , which CETA, which could yet be sunk by Wallonia,[3] / (19) was struck on
could yet be sunk 27 October;
by Wallonia,[3]

Delete : , which could yet be sunk by Wallonia,[3]

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 - Author: Jeunes MR
137

Replace

(20) the "mixed-agreement" system chosen for signing CETA is an Replace "hold a treaty to ransom" by "question a treaty"
unwieldy process under / (21) which any single one of 38 national or
regional parliaments can hold a treaty to ransom / (22) even if
almost everyone else supports it; and
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 39 bis 41 - Author: Jeunes MR
138

Delete

(38) European institutions to put food and safety standards at the
heart of their negotiation / (39) strategy for future free trade
agreements; / (40) LYMEC Board to call upon the EU, ALDE and
ALDE member parties to mount a vigorous / (41) defence of free
trade in words and action; / (42) in the short term, LYMEC calls for
the EU to seek a clear legal opinion on whether CETA

Seite 0 - Zeile 42 bis 44 - Author: Fédération des Étudiants Libéraux
139

Replace
LYMEC calls for
the EU to follow
the opinion of the
Court of Justice
of the European
Union on
whether the
comprehensive
free trade
agreement
between the
European Union
and Singapore is
a mixed
agreement or
not. That will
create a
precedent for the
ratification of free
trade
agreements by
the EU.

(41) defence of free trade in words and action; / (42) in the short
term, LYMEC calls for the EU to seek a clear legal opinion on
whether CETA / (43) and similar free-trade agreements should be
approved under the EU-only scheme or the / (44) mixed-agreement
scheme; / (45) in the mid to long term, LYMEC calls upon the
institutions of the European Union to work

LYMEC calls for the EU to follow the opinion of the Court of Justice of the
European Union on whether the comprehensive free trade agreement
between the European Union and Singapore is a mixed agreement or
not. That will create a precedent for the ratification of free trade
agreements by the EU.

Seite 0 - Zeile 42 - Author: Fédération des Étudiants Libéraux
140

Delete
Delete : In the
short term,

(41) defence of free trade in words and action; / (42) in the short
term, LYMEC calls for the EU to seek a clear legal opinion on
whether CETA / (43) and similar free-trade agreements should be
approved under the EU-only scheme or the

49

Delete : In the short term,
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 45 bis 55 - Author: Fédération des Étudiants Libéraux
141

Delete
in the mid to long
term, LYMEC
calls upon the
institutions of the
European Union
to work in a
two-phase
process when
negotiating and
approving EU
trading deals, in
this manner: the
core parts of
trade agreement
l, should not
require approval
by each national
parliament, as
long as the trade
agreement
proposed,
upholds and
adheres to EU
treaties and laws.
Approval by the
European
Commission, the
European
Parliament and
the European
Council should
be sufficient;
should parts of a
trade agreement
affect a given
Member State in

(44) mixed-agreement scheme; / (45) in the mid to long term,
LYMEC calls upon the institutions of the European Union to work /
(46) in a two-phase process when negotiating and approving EU
trading deals, in this manner: / (47) the core parts of trade
agreement l, should not require approval by each national / (48)
parliament, as long as the trade agreement proposed, upholds and
adheres to EU / (49) treaties and laws. Approval by the European
Commission, the European Parliament and / (50) the European
Council should be sufficient; / (51) should parts of a trade
agreement affect a given Member State in a specific and direct /
(52) way, the national parliament of the Member State should be
granted the opportunity to / (53) approve said parts; / (54) LYMEC
furthermore believes that trade agreements which have already
been approved / (55) should not be revokable on request of a single
member state. / (56)

50

in the mid to long term, LYMEC calls upon the institutions of the
European Union to work
in a two-phase process when negotiating and approving EU trading
deals, in this manner:
the core parts of trade agreement l, should not require approval by each
national
parliament, as long as the trade agreement proposed, upholds and
adheres to EU
treaties and laws. Approval by the European Commission, the European
Parliament and
the European Council should be sufficient;
should parts of a trade agreement affect a given Member State in a
specific and direct
way, the national parliament of the Member State should be granted the
opportunity to
approve said parts;
LYMEC furthermore believes that trade agreements which have already
been approved
should not be revokable on request of a single member state.

v1 / 12.11.2016 00:01:14
a specific and
direct way, the
national
parliament of the
Member State
should be
granted the
opportunity to
approve said
parts; LYMEC
furthermore
believes that
trade
agreements
which have
already been
approved should
not be revokable
on request of a
single member
state.
Seite 0 - Zeile 47 - Author: Jeunes MR
142

Replace

(46) in a two-phase process when negotiating and approving EU
trading deals, in this manner: / (47) the core parts of trade
agreement l, should not require approval by each national / (48)
parliament, as long as the trade agreement proposed, upholds and
adheres to EU

Replace "the core parts of trade agreement l" by "A free trade
agreement"

Seite 0 - Zeile 51 bis 53 - Author: Jeunes MR
143

Delete

(50) the European Council should be sufficient; / (51) should parts of
a trade agreement affect a given Member State in a specific and
direct / (52) way, the national parliament of the Member State
should be granted the opportunity to / (53) approve said parts; / (54)
LYMEC furthermore believes that trade agreements which have
already been approved

Seite 0 - Zeile 56 - Author: Jeunes MR
144

Insert after

(55) should not be revokable on request of a single member state. /
(56) / (57)
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Communication on free trade agreements to be improved, to allow
stronger transparency throughout the stages of the negotiation process.
The content to be explained in a clear language.

